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Leading load bank manufacturers offer load banks for temporary and permanent installation. This document explains the
differences between stationary and portable units.

Figure 1: ASCO 3110 permanent load bank.

Figure 2: ASCO 2705 portable load bank.

RANGE OF DESIGNS
Manufacturers can offer a single load bank design for both permanent and portable applications, or they can offer separate
designs for permanent and portable units. The advantages of a single design include simplified manufacturing as well
as inherent suitability for many applications without significant modification. Separate designs ensure the manufacturing
process is specific to the load bank application. Specifying how a load bank will be utilized is important for longevity and
reliability of the unit.

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Many portable load banks are designed with dual-voltage capability. The user can deploy a dual-voltage load bank to
multiple applications, a capability that is particularly valued by equipment rental organizations. For example, one dualvoltage design is a portable load bank rated 700 kilowatts (kW) at both 240 and 480 Volts AC, 3-Phase, 60 Hertz. Dualvoltage capability offers additional flexibility and a quicker return on investment due to more frequent utilization. Service
and rental organizations prefer dual-voltage load banks because this feature allows a single unit to test a wider range of
power sources. In permanent installations, the load bank often tests the same power source so the flexibility of dual voltage
is not required.
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CONSTRUCTION
•

Permanent load banks are typically installed and operated outdoors. Consequently, these units feature “weatherproof”
construction and provide a degree of protection from ingress of rain, sleet, and snow. Permanent units can also be
equipped with internal heaters and controls that ensure operation in changing temperatures and environments.

•

Portable load banks can either be designed and constructed for light use in stable environments or heavy duty use in
more unstable environments. Leading manufacturers offer a range of portable construction and capacity options to
meet the demands of the application.

•

Trailer-mounted load banks are permanent weatherproof units that are factory installed and balanced on a roadworthy industrial trailer.

CONTROL SYSTEMS
The type of control system selected for a load test will often depend on whether the load bank is a permanent or portable
application. Portable load banks often require more flexible control systems that can be set up and used quickly. Because
permanent units typically repeat specific tests, they often require automation features and integration into facility monitoring
and control systems.

CONTROL OPTIONS FOR PERMANENT LOAD BANKS
When loads on diesel generators drop below minimum requirements, Site Load Correction automatically applies additional
load to mitigate conditions such as wet-stacking. Site load correction is only provided for permanent load banks.
Critical facilities and test cells often provide real-time information and analytics to centralized systems that monitor power
equipment. Market-leading manufacturers can supply load banks and controllers that readily integrate into proprietary
building management systems. Controls may not be integrated when load banks are frequently connected and disconnected
in portable applications.

CONTROL OPTIONS FOR PORTABLE LOAD BANKS
The simplest form of load bank control, toggle switches, or similar devices mounted on the load bank, enable an operator
to control load. Local controls are typically provided as standard equipment, and are a simple and straightforward control
method.

Hand-held controls are cabled directly to a load bank. They enable an operator to control load from a remote location when
performing a load test. Hand-held controls connect and set up quickly. Market-leading options can provide simultaneous
control of multiple units to increase efficient administration of test procedures.
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NETWORKING OPTIONS
Load banks that are moved from site-to-site are more likely to require connection to networked monitoring and control
systems. Networking enables use of multiple small units to increase capacity and change load profiles. (Learn more about
networking options by reading our paper entitled Benefits of Networking Load Banks.)
For example, a rental company may wish to provide one megawatt (1 MW) of load for its testing services. The company
can choose to purchase five 200 kW units, two 500 kW units, or a single 1 MW unit. Because portable units can be offered
individually or together, the firm could obtain two 500 kW units. This option avoids routine movement of many units as well
as the cost inefficiencies associated with providing a single large unit that will be underutilized.
Permanent load banks are almost always configured as a single larger unit rather than multiple smaller units. This usually
reduces maintenance and cabling costs while providing the option of additional capacity for future uses.

POWER CONNECTIONS
Leading load bank manufacturers offer two cable connection options. For portable applications, cables must be quickly
connected and disconnected to and from load banks to reduce the time required to setup equipment and complete tests.
Leading suppliers offer quick-connect receptacles that simplify setup and reduce installation time. Quick-connects can
also provide features that avoid incorrect connections.
For permanent applications, codes specify armored cables for connecting power sources directly to load banks. Quickconnects are thus not recommended in permanent installations.

NOISE LEVELS
Load banks are fitted with internal fans to dissipate heat from resistive elements. As with any high-speed fan, there may be
considerable noise during operation, especially with high capacity units. For applications where portable units are used,
noise levels may not be problematic. However, noise restrictions may apply where permanent load banks are typically
installed, such as residential or urban applications. Leading suppliers offer the following options for reducing noise.

Attenuation
Sound attenuators can be fitted over fan air inlets and exhaust ports. Attenuators are fabricated from sheet steel and are
purpose-built for a specific frame size. On average, attenuation can reduce noise levels by approximately five decibels.
However, attenuators can restrict airflow past resistive elements, which could cause overheating. In these instances, a
manufacturer may reduce a load bank’s capacity ratings to compensate.
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Reduced Fan Speeds
Limiting fan speeds reduces noise levels. Nevertheless, reducing fan speed also reduces cooling, which could require a
reduction in capacity. Using larger fans can compensate for slower speed; however, this strategy may require a larger load
bank frame. This can be problematic where space constraints exist at the installation location.

OTHER OPTIONS
Reinforced Frames and Forklift Bases
Load banks that are moved from site-to-site are more susceptible to damage than permanent units that remain stationary.
Leading manufacturers offer load banks with reinforced “crash frames” and industrial forklift pocket bases to reduce the
wear and tear on portable units. Reinforced frames are constructed from galvanized steel and are used by most load bank
rental suppliers.

Cold Weather Equipment
Cold temperatures can cause load bank components to freeze and cease operation. Load banks can be fitted with
additional cold weather equipment to mitigate the effects of temperatures as low as -40°C. Internal anti-condensation
heaters can maintain ambient temperatures and limit moisture accumulation, and extra insulation can be installed in floors,
walls, and ceilings.

SUMMARY
Understanding the differences between permanent and portable load bank designs simplifies proper selection.
Manufacturers offer options for constructing, networking, controlling, and equipping load banks that increase reliability,
streamline operation, and provide the best performance for specific applications.
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